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Rare Malignant Tumors in Mexican Pediatric
Patients: A Cooperative Pediatric Oncology
Research Group Report
Abstract
Background: Rare malignant tumors (RMT) make up 10% of all cancer in the
pediatric age. The national and international cooperative projects will allow to
understand their biology and improve the treatment results, making imperative
the acknowledge the clinical course and the prognosis of Mexican pediatric
patients with (RMT)
Results: 178 patients were evaluated, with the age of 3 months to 17 years, 58%
adolescents. The symptomatic presentation lag time was 7 days to 2 years. Most
frequent symptoms were pain and palpable mass. The predominant histological
type was thyroid carcinoma (29%) followed by 9% non-germ gonadal tumors and
pancreatic exocrine tumors (6%). 27% metastatic. The treatment was surgical in
88%of the cases, and 5% received only palliative care. There were 38 patients with
progression and 12 were due to toxicity. 18.9% of patients were lost of follow up
due to abandonment of hospital care or transfer to adult hospital. Overall survival
(OS) for all RMT was 63% at 100 months. SG for thyroid carcinomas was 68%
within 109 months.
Conclusion: The systematic study of RMT is not possible. Patients are staged and
treated with protocols designed for adults. In our series, surgery is the cornerstone
of treatment. Age establishes an organizational barrier for the treatment and
follow-up of these patients in our country. Nevertheless we have taken the first
step for this challenge in our country by assembling the first cooperative group of
rare tumors, which hopes to become a support in the clinical decisions of pediatric
oncologists in Mexico.
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Abbreviations
GCIOP: Grupo Cooperativo De Investigación en Oncología
Pediátrica. Cooperative Pediatric Oncology Research Group;
RMT: Rare Malignant Tumors; EXPeRT: The European Cooperative
Group for the Study of Rare Pediatric Tumors COG: Children´s
Oncology Group

Introduction
Pediatric cancer is a rare disease in itself. In the United States of
America, it is estimated that only 1% of cancer occurs in children
under 20 years of age [1]. However, within pediatric cancer there
are groups of diseases that usually occur infrequently and that
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correspond 10% to 15% of total new cases [2]. 75% of these
rare malignancies occur in patients aged 15 to 19 years of age,
corresponding to different histological subtypes of low incidence.
They usually occur in isolation, in small numbers, without
geographical association, or even at unexpected ages, which
limits the understanding of their clinical and biological behavior
[3]. In addition to this, these children and adolescents with RMT
represent a vulnerable population that does not benefit from
clinical research, as their inclusion in clinical studies is low [4]. For
the majority of this type of cancer there are not systematic studies,
making it difficult to know the real incidence of each histological
subtype, the correct treatment, and the outcomes of those
treatments, which are usually designed for adults [5]. Definition
of a rare or infrequent tumor in the pediatric age is complex, and
has been interpreted in different ways. The European Cooperative
Group for the Study of Rare Pediatric Tumors (EXPeRT) defines
them as those that have an incidence rate of 2 cases per million
per year, not considered in clinical studies or both [2]. This
definition emphasizes the concept of RMT is not defined only on
its incidence rate but also as an orphan diseases [6,7]. The rare
tumors committee of the American Children's Oncology Group
(COG) includes those tumors with low prevalence in children,
high incidence in adults and those of epithelial origin, in such
a way that subgroup XI of the International Classification of
Cancer in Children corresponds to "other malignant epithelial
tumors and melanoma" and includes the histological subgroups:
adrenal, thyroid, nasopharyngeal, melanoma and other
unspecified carcinomas [5]. This definition does not include
other rare tumors that occur almost exclusively in children, such
as pancreatoblastoma and pleuropulmonary blastoma [3-7]. That
been said, it requires a great effort of the collaborative groups to
redefine these concepts and overcome the obstacles that have
limited the study of these diseases, which will allow to generate
invaluable information about the natural history of these tumors,
create opportunities for their investigation and therefore offer
better results [8]. Another limitation in the study of these RMTs is
the low availability of biological samples for study and molecular
characterization that allows defining the biological behavior and
prognosis of these tumors [9-13]. The creation of cooperative
groups in Europe, North and South America has managed
to encourage collaborative research that includes biological
samples in some rare tumors and have published their results
[14-20]. They have also developed treatment recommendations
for some types of cancer and identified a group of experts that
supports clinical decisions. In Mexico 5.4/100,000 children under
the age of 15 die annually from childhood cancer. Hence, there is
an imperative need to lay the collaborative foundations to design
strategies aimed at obtaining better results in the treatment of all
children with cancer, including those with RMT [21]. We describe
the largest multicenter cohort of pediatric patients with rare
tumors in 12 Mexican centers.

Methods
We included pediatric patients with a corroborated diagnosis
of childhood cancer in each of the 12 participating centers in
a multicenter cohort. They were classified according to subsection XI and XII of the International Classification of Cancer in
Children, as well as considered rare in our environment as renal
carcinoma and non-germ gonadal tumors [2]. We evaluated
the clinical-demographic characteristics, age, gender, the
main symptom and its time of evolution at diagnosis, staging
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according to the type of tumor. Of the variables related to the
treatment, modality of treatment was gather such as, surgical,
chemotherapy, radiotherapy, palliative, as well as its evolution,
progression of the disease, presence of relapse, death secondary
to toxicity treatment or progression of the disease and if they
received palliative care treatment. Survival was evaluated in the
entire group of patients, as well as survival according to each
histological group. Those who dropped out of treatment and/
or were transferred to adult oncology units due to age and/
or administrative situations were excluded from the survival
estimate. We performed descriptive statistics. Survival was
analyzed with the Kaplan-Meier method. The data was analyzed
using the software SPSS→ IBM → version number 21.

Results
Out of a total of 5,236 new cases of childhood cancer in the
12 different hospital centers participating in our country, 178
patients were admitted to this study, they were diagnosed and
treated in 12 different hospitals in the Mexican Republic during
the period from January 2007 to June of 2017. The general
characteristics of the patients are shown in Table 1. There were
105 women (58%) with a ratio of 1.4:1. Minimum age was 3
months and maximum of 17 years, with an average of 12 years.
Patients older than 12 years old represented the 58% at the
time of diagnosis, while 14% was found to be between 0 and 23
months old. The time of evolution of the symptomatology was
a minimum of 7 days and a maximum of 2 years, with a median
of 6 months. The most frequent symptom was pain, followed by
palpable mass in some region of the economy in 18% of the cases
and followed by various symptoms such as headache, precocious
puberty, and jaundice. The predominant histological type was
thyroid carcinoma in 49 patients (29%) followed by 9% nongerm gonadal tumors, pancreatic exocrine tumors, melanoma
and colon carcinoma (6%). The frequency distribution of RMT
is shown in Figure 1. Also within this classification we observed
This article is available from: https://raredisorders.imedpub.com
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Table 1 General characteristics of Mexican pediatric patients with rare malignancies.
Characteristics

N 178 (%)
Gender

Female
Male

105 (59%)
73 (41%)
Age (months)

0-24
25-60
61-120
≥ 121

25 (14%)
15 (8%)
35 (20%)
103 (58%)

Main symptoms
Mass, pain and/or distension in abdomen Mass in other places
Pain in other places
Cephealea Precocious
Puberty Persistent
Vomiting
High Blood Pressure
Gastrointestinal bleeding
Seizures
Hypocalcemia
Other Symptoms
Histologic grade
I
II
III
IV
Undertermined*
*Due to early death

54 (30%)
47 (26%)
15 (8%)
15 (8%)
11 (6%)
10 (5%)
6 (3%)
6 (1%)
3 (1%)
8 (4%)
20 (11%)
42 (23%)
54 (30%)
50 (29%)
12 (7%)

Otros
Others
Timo
Thymus
Ca. Mama
Mama
Adrenal
Ca.Suprarrenal

Ca. Pulmonar
Pulmonar
Nasopharynx
Ca.Nasofaríngeo
Neuroendocrines
Neuroendócrinos
GIST
GIST
Pancreas
Tumores pancreáticos

Ca.Renal
Renal
Colon

Ca. Colon

Melanoma

Melanoma

Pheocromocytoma

Feocromocitoma

Non-Germinal Glands

Gonadales no germinales
Thyroids

Tiroides
0

5
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Figure 1 Histological diagnosis of Mexican pediatric patients with rare malignant tumors (n=178).
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a group of 18 patients with tumors considered rare among the
RMT corresponding to poorly differentiated carcinomas of
unknown primary and malignant tumor of the sweat gland Figure
2. Regarding the distribution of frequencies by age group it was
observed that renal carcinomas and sarcomas predominated
in patients younger than 24 months, whereas in toddlers and
adolescents, thyroid carcinomas and non-germ gonadal tumors
predominated, being the most frequent granulose tumor Table 2.
In 28% of the patients presented metastatic disease at diagnosis
and/or bulky tumors.
The predominant initial treatment was surgery in 91% of patients;
in 10% of cases with surgeries were performed at different times.
3% received only palliative care treatment from the moment of
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diagnosis due to illness considered incurable Table 3. In 19% of
patients the follow-up was lost due to treatment abandonment
due to social reasons or transfer to an adult oncology unit, since
in Mexico health institutions limit the pediatric age to 15, 16 or
18 years-old. Therefore the administration cannot continue their
care in pediatric hospitals. Relapse and/or progression of the
disease was documented in 33 of the 136 evaluable patients for
survival (24%), 20 of them had thyroid carcinomas. We registered
33 deaths, 21 of them in patients with previous treatment
abandonment who re-entered the program with progressive
disease, 8 died because of disease progression and 4 because of
treatment toxicity or surgical complications. The overall survival
(OS) for the entire series of patients with RMT was 91% at 88 ± 2.5

Figure 2 Histological diagnosis of rare malignant tumors in relation to age group of Mexican pediatric patients (n=18).
Table 2 Histological diagnosis of rare malignant tumors in relation to age group in Mexican pediatric patients (n=178).
Age Group (Months)
0-24 m
25-60 m
61-120 m
≥ 121 m

Number Patients (%)
25 (14%)
15 (8%)
35 (20%)
103 (58%)

Most frequent histological diagnostics
Renal, adrenal
Neuroendocrines tumors
Non Germinal ovarian tumors/Thyrod
Thyrod carcinoma, Non germinal ovarian cancer, Others

Table 3 Therapeutic modalities used in Mexican pediatric patients with rare malignancies (n=178).
Modality used
Surgery
Quimiotherapy
Radiotherapy
Palliative care only
Surgery + Quimiotherapy
Surgery + Quimiotherapy + Radiotherapy
Paliative care due to desease progression
Treatment abandonment
Transfer to Adult Unit during treatment /follow-up
Death after treatment abandonment

4

Number of patients (%)
163 (91%)
77 (43%)
35 (20%)
16 (3%)
69 (38%)
20 (11%)
18 (10%)
30 (16.8%)
12 ( 7% )
21 (12 %)
This article is available from: https://raredisorders.imedpub.com
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months (95% CI 95-93). Likewise, survival was estimated at 97%
at 94 ± 3.4 months (95% CI 87-101) for thyroid carcinoma and
87% at 85 ± 3.5 months 95% CI 77-93) p 0.05 (Figure 3). Disease-
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free survival forpatients with thyroid carcinoma was 56% at 82 ±
3 months (95% CI 75-89) while for the rest of the RMT it was 85%
at 57± months (95% CI 47-67) p=0.001 (Figure 4).

Cumulative Survival Rate %

Other tumors
Thyroid cancer
Other tumors
Thyroid cancer

Survival time (months)

Figure 3 Overall survival rates in Mexican pediatric patients with rare malignant tumors (n=136).

Cumulative Survival Rate %

Other tumors
Thyroid cancer
Other tumors
Thyroid cancer

Survival time (months)

Figure 4 Disease-free survival rates in Mexican pediatric patients with rare malignant tumors (n=136).
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Discussion
Childhood cancer by definition, is a rare disease. The RMT
represents 15% of all malignant neoplasms in children under the
age of 20. 30% of the cases occur between the ages of 15 to 19
according to reports from the Children´s Oncology Group [22].
For example, Germany reported 232 cases from 2001 to 2012;
Turkey 43 of 579 from 2002 to 2012 [23-25] and also, the South
American group reported a series of 276 cases from 2000 to 2005
[9]. Likewise, series have been reported in France and Poland. This
report is a case series of 10 years in collaboration with 12 hospitals
in Mexico. The most frequent rare tumor was thyroid carcinoma
in its different varieties, followed by non-germ gonadal tumors,
and in this series we reported 16 patients with rare tumors
within the Rare Malignant Tumors Corresponding to group XI and
XII of the international classification of the child cancer [5]. One
limitation of this serie is that a histopathological concordance
study of all tumors was not performed in all the participating
centers. Another limitation of our series is that we do not have the
genetic and molecular characterization associated with some rare
tumors such as pleuropulmonary blastoma, medullary carcinoma
of the thyroid, carcinoma of the colon, etc. [26-32]. Although in
our country the majority of our patients with childhood cancer
are diagnosed with advanced disease and it is not different for
patients with RMT who are usually diagnosed with bulky masses
and mostly with metastatic disease. Late diagnosis and transfer
to an oncology center are common problems despite the efforts
made by health institutions; this phenomenon can be attributable
to multiple sociocultural circumstances and organizational
barriers that limit access to early diagnosis [33-35]. In relation
to the treatment of pediatric patients with RMT, surgery is the
cornerstone of treatment, especially in patients with resectable
tumors. Pediatric surgical oncologists operate pediatric patients
with thyroid carcinoma frequently. Likewise, patients with large
abdominal masses are submitted only to a biopsy and/or to the
resolution of a compressive oncological emergency, especially
at the abdominal or spinal level. The therapeutic protocols
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were those that are usually used in adult patients. Only 5% of
patients received palliative care treatment from the time of
diagnosis. Multiple circumstances can influence the decision of
the pediatric oncologist to initiate palliative care at diagnosis [3638]. However, in a country where resources are very limited and
access to innovative treatments is a luxury, achieving the disease
control with the resources available in a patient with a bad
prognosis could be considered as a true success. Radiotherapy
in most of our patients was considered an important therapeutic
modality despite the toxicity involved. Prognosis of all patients
in this series does not seem to be so dismal, however survival
rate is based on the number of patients with thyroid carcinomas
that compared with adults as they have quite an acceptable longterm survival as well as in series reported [39]. The complete
analysis of the treatment and survival rate of pediatric patients
with thyroid carcinomas is the subject of a new study for our
group. The number of patients who drop out of treatment
mainly due to sociocultural situations, as described in other
countries [40,41]. Although, age represents an organizational
barrier for the treatment and follow-up of these patients since
for administrative reasons, in Mexico, they must be transferred
to adult hospitals. Officially, adulthood begins at 18 years of age
and the pediatric age varies from one institution to another, and
a patient can be considered as an adult from 15 years and 0 days
of age, which limits administratively the possibility of starting a
treatment, complete it or have a long-term follow-up. This has
also been considered as a reason for treatment abandonment [42].

Conclusion
Rare tumors are a real challenge for the pediatric oncologist.
The cooperative groups are an invaluable resource for pediatric
oncology, generate information of vital importance and
guarantee the quality of attention to the children. We have taken
the first step for this challenge in our country by integrating the
first cooperative group of rare tumors, which hopes to become a
support group in the clinical decisions of pediatric oncologists in
Mexico.
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